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Vibrational modes in nanocrystalline iron under high pressure
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The phonon density of states~DOS! of nanocrystalline57Fe was measured using nuclear resonant inelastic
x-ray scattering~NRIXS! at pressures up to 28 GPa in a diamond anvil cell. The nanocrystalline material
exhibited an enhancement in its DOS at low energies by a factor of 2.2. This enhancement persisted throughout
the entire pressure range, although it was reduced to about 1.7 after decompression. The low-energy regions of
the spectra were fitted to the functionAEn, giving values ofn close to 2 for both the bulk control sample and
the nanocrystalline material, indicative of nearly three-dimensional vibrational dynamics. At higher energies,
the van Hove singularities observed in both samples were coincident in energy and remained so at all pres-
sures, indicating that the forces conjugate to the normal coordinates of the nanocrystalline materials are similar
to the interatomic potentials of bulk crystals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, neutron and x-ray inelastic scatte
experiments have revealed significant distortions in the p
non density of states~DOS! of nanocrystalline metals an
alloys compared to their coarse-grained counterparts.1–7 No-
table among these differences is the presence of an incre
number of vibrational modes at the extremes of the vib
tional spectrum. Enhanced intensity above the high-ene
cutoff of the bulk material has been attributed to phon
lifetime broadening caused by phonon interactions with gr
boundaries4–6 and recent measurements on iron have isola
a contribution from surface oxides.7

The low-energy region of the vibrational spectrum
nanocrystals is less well understood. There is general ag
ment that nanostructured materials have dynamical deg
of freedom that do not exist in bulk crystals, and these
grees of freedom make a significant contribution to their
brational spectra at thermal energies. The physical origin
these vibrational modes has been the subject of specula
and debate. Cooperative dynamics of the crystals themse
were suggested,5,8 as were surface modes involving elas
discontinuities between nanocrystals. It has been sugge
that nanocrystals could have novel two-dimensional vib
tional modes owing to their large surface area. Some
dence for two-dimensional behavior has been provided
theory9,10 and experiment,11 although most experimenta
work reports no linear component of the phonon DOS at l
energies.1,3–7 Nonintegral spatial dimensions of the low
frequency modes have been suggested,12,13 such as fractal
modes or ‘‘fractons.’’14

If the low-frequency modes of nanostructures are ass
ated with generalized forces that differ from those betwe
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atoms in crystals, their frequencies may respond differen
to pressure. The present investigation was designed to te
what extent this is true, and to test for evidence of low
dimensional dynamics. In addition, the compressions ac
sible in the diamond anvil cell are expected to induce me
scopic changes such as the closing of pores and vo
eliminating their effect on the DOS. Samples of nanocrys
line and coarse-grained57Fe were compressed in a diamon
anvil cell for measurements of nuclear resonant inela
x-ray scattering~NRIXS!. The NRIXS technique provides
direct access to the phonon DOS without the need for a
tice dynamics model, permitting analysis of the populatio
of low-frequency modes irrespective of their origin.15

II. EXPERIMENT

Nanocrystalline 57Fe was prepared by the inert ga
consolidation technique.16 Approximately 30 mg of iron en-
riched to 95% in the57Fe isotope was evaporated by resisti
heating in a gas stream of N2 containing 10 vol % H2 at a
pressure of 2 Torr. Iron particles entrained in the gas fl
impacted against a glass slide to form a thin film of57Fe of
approximately 3 mg. The sample chamber was then se
and transferred to an argon atmosphere where the iron
was coated with a thin layer of silicone oil to retard oxid
tion.

X-ray-diffraction patterns were measured using Co Ka
radiation to determine the crystal structure, grain size,
degree of oxidation of the nanocrystalline samples. Scann
and transmission electron microscopy were also perform
on natural iron films deposited under identical conditions
establish morphology and to verify grain size. Representa
transmission electron microscopy~TEM! micrographs of
©2004 The American Physical Society01-1
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nanocrystalline57Fe are shown in Fig. 4.
NRIXS was performed at the synchrotron beamline 3-

of the Advanced Photon Source~APS!. The x-ray beam from
the undulators was monochromated to a final resolution o
meV full width at half maximum~FWHM! by a silicon~4 0
0! ~10 6 4! monochromator17 after initial bandpass filtering
by a water-cooled~111! diamond. The lineshape delivered b
the monochromator was measured by an avalanche pho
ode mounted in the forward beam. The tails of this inst
ment resolution function were negligible at values
65 meV.

Samples of nanocrystalline and polycrystalline bulk57Fe
were loaded into separate piston-cylinder-type diamond a
cells ~DAC! optimized for use in NRIXS experiments. Th
specific design of these cells and the experimental confi
ration have been discussed elsewhere.18 Diamonds with
500 mm culets were used, and silicone oil~Dow Corning
DC-705! was employed as a pressure medium. Incohe
inelastic scattering spectra were collected by tuning the i
dent energy of the x-ray beam from the silicon monoch
mator in 0.25 meV steps and counting the delayed phot
from nuclear deexcitations. Spectra were collected in a ra
of 680 meV around the Mo¨ssbauer resonance at a rate o
h per scan. Typically 10–12 scans were performed and ad
together to yield a total incoherent scattering functionS(E).
The procedure reviewed by Huet al.19 was then applied to
obtain the phonon DOS of both samples at each press
The pressure on the sample was measured before and
each set of scans by the ruby fluorescence technique20 to
confirm pressure stability during the measurement. Nuc
forward scattering~NFS! spectra21 were also measured a
each pressure to monitor the crystalline phase of the sam
since the sensitivity of NFS to magnetic order allowed d
crimination of the ferromagnetic bcca phase from the non
magnetic hcpe phase.22

III. RESULTS

X-ray-diffraction patterns of the ballistically consolidate
films showed a bcc Fe structure with a small amount of
ide. The Scherrer equation for diffraction line broadeni
yielded an average particle size of 9 nm. TEM perform
with a Philips EM420 instrument operated at 120 kV show
distinct individual crystallites, which can also be seen in F
4. The average grain size seen in dark-field images was
sistent with the x-ray results. Films examined with scann
electron microscopy~SEM! possessed regular, mildly roug
surfaces and a uniform morphology through their en
thickness. Stylus profilometry and SEM measured an a
age thickness of 20mm. Overall, the films were very simila
to those described in our earlier report on NRIXS of nan
crystalline iron at ambient conditions.4

The phonon densities of states of both nanocrystalline
coarse-grained57Fe are presented in Fig. 1. All have be
normalized to unity. The excess intensity in the nanocrys
line DOS below 20 meV is obvious, but quantifying th
excess intensity is challenging. Many authors adopt an a
trary standard; we sought a systematic procedure for ide
fying this region. At long wavelengths, a three-dimensio
14430
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solid has a parabolic DOS of the formBE2, following the
work of Debye. This parabola was assumed as a reason
approximation of the ‘‘low-energy’’ part of the bulk iron
DOS measured at ambient pressure. It was divided by
thermal correction factorE@12exp(2E/kT)# and then fit to
the inelastic scattering spectrumS(E) of the bulk sample at
ambient pressure, usingB as the only adjustable paramete
The limits of the fit were adjusted symmetrically until su
sequentx2 values for the fit approached a constant valu
This was taken to delimit the range of applicability of th
Debye model for bulk iron, and consequently the appropri
range for discussion. The limit obtained was 12 meV. T
results of this fit are shown in Fig. 2.~Note that the calcu-
lated curve is close to a straight line. Fitting a straight line
a range of experimental data helps minimize problems w
counting statistics.! By integrating the DOS curves, we wer
able to determine the fraction of the modes present in
samples with energies less than 12 meV. The fractions
low-energy modes at each pressure are presented in Fig

As the pressure on the sample is increased, the en
DOS shifts towards higher energies. This can be seen m
easily in the movement of the longitudinal peak near
high-energy cutoff of the DOS. The pressure-induced ph
transition of iron from the bcc to the hcp structure occurs
the region between 9 and 28 GPa, and nuclear forward s

FIG. 1. Phonon density of states~DOS! of nanocrystalline and
bulk 57Fe at various pressures. The upper traces have been sh
vertically by 0.06 and 0.12 meV21 with respect to the data at am
bient pressure.
1-2
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tering NFS spectra confirmed that both the nanocrystal
and coarse-grained samples had transformed fully to the
phase at the final pressures measured.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. High-energy region

In Fig. 1, a small enhancement is observable in the D
of the nanocrystalline sample above the high-energy cu
of the DOS of the bulk sample. This has been adequa
explained by the effects of lifetime broadening and the pr
ence of iron oxides.7 X-ray-diffraction measurements on th
nanocrystalline sample showed the presence of oxide, w
is difficult to prevent completely in nanostructured materi
owing to their large surface area. Upon the increase of p
sure, the high-energy enhancement is decreased, bu
eliminated. This behavior is consistent with a constant po
lation of oxide modes and a weakened effect of lifetime

FIG. 2. Scattering data from bulk57Fe with elastic peak re-
moved. The functionD(E)5BE/@12exp(2E/kT)# has been fit to
the data in the interval612 meV. The fit is shown as the blac
curve. The full energy range is shown inset.

FIG. 3. Fraction of the total number of vibrational modes
energy less than 12 meV in nanocrystalline and bulk57Fe as a
function of pressure. The straight lines are linear fits to the dat
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ergy broadening as the nanoparticles are compressed. C
pression brings individual grains in the nanocrystal into m
intimate contact, reducing the strength of elastic discontin
ties and decreasing phonon scattering at grain bounda
The slight sharpening of the longitudinal peak of the nan
crystalline sample at 9 GPa also supports this hypothesi

Despite the differences observed in the DOS curves,
characteristic van Hove singularities appear at nearly
same energies in both the nanocrystalline and coarse-gra
sample, and remain in coincidence at all pressures. As z
edge phenomena, the singularities are attributes of sh
wavelength phonons excited in a regular lattice. The occ
rence of these features at the same energies in
microstructures shows that a high grain boundary volu
fraction does not distort significantly the vibrational mod
inside crystalline regions. The commensurate tracking of
singularities with pressure is evidence that high grain bou
ary density has little effect on the interatomic potentials
iron atoms within crystalline environments.

B. Low-energy region

The most obvious difference in the DOS curves of t
nanocrystalline and the bulk sample at low energies is
number of modes, as all of the curves are essentially feat
less to energies of;20 meV. Figure 3 shows that the frac
tional enhancement in low-energy modes in nanocrystals
mains essentially constant under pressure, and even a
thea→e structural phase transition. These results imply t
to a large degree, the fraction of grain boundaries, and
their particular structure, is a general source of the enhan
ment in the low-energy part of the spectrum. This assertio
reinforced by the observation of abundant low-energy mo
in nanocrystals with fcc~Ref. 1! and bcc~Ref. 4! structures
and those produced by ball milling.3

When the nanocrystalline sample was decompressed f
its ultimate pressure, Fig. 3 shows that not all of the mo
below 12 meV were recovered. This is possibly due to
structural change to the hcp phase at;12 GPa and back to
the bcc phase on decompression. We expect a smaller
tion of the atoms at grain boundaries of a close-pac
phase, and this effect may be hysteretic. TEM performed
gas-consolidated nanocrystalline57Fe that had been com
pressed to 16 GPa and subsequently decompressed is s
in Fig. 4. The figure shows little change in the shapes a
sizes of individual grains, which eliminates the possibility
a lowered fraction of surface area. However, the TEM res
do not rule out some densification of grain boundary regio
which have widths on the order of 1 nm.

Seminal work by Van Hove23 showed that for low fre-
quencies, the phonon DOS should be proportional toEd21,
where d is the dimensionality of the system. The releva
dimensionality remains an unsettled issue for nanostructu
materials. It is tempting, but incorrect, to assume that
total DOS can be decomposed into a ‘‘grain boundary’’ p
tial DOS and a ‘‘grain interior’’ partial DOS. Especially
problematic are systems in which the crystallite size
proaches the grain boundary width. With a sound velocity
3500 m/sec, a 10 meV phonon has a wavelength of 1.5
1-3
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In a spherical nanocrystal of 9 nm diameter, 70% of
atoms in the crystal are within this 1.5 nm distance of
grain boundary, and this fraction is even larger for cryst
with anisotropic shapes. The dynamics of grain bounda
and crystal interiors are therefore coupled closely in a na
crystalline material. A three-dimensional dynamics m
therefore be expected in spite of the large fraction of inter
surface in the nanostructure.

The low-energy regions of our measured DOS cur
were fit to a power law of the formAEn, and the results
presented in Fig. 5. Averaging over all data, the value ofn is
found to be (2.0260.025) for the bulk control samples an
(1.9860.015) for the nanocrystalline material. Both a
nearly equal to the value of 2 for three-dimensional vib
tional dynamics. The exponent for the data from the na
crystalline bcca phase alone is (1.9560.015), admitting a
possible small effect of lower dimensionality. Pressure

FIG. 4. Bright field TEM image of gas-consolidated57Fe ~a!
before and~b! after compression to 16 GPa in a diamond anvil ce
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little effect on the exponentn, which is not surprising, since
n is so close to 2 at ambient pressure. Our results are in g
agreement with recent NRIXS and neutron scattering exp
ments at ambient pressure.4–7All values ofn are far removed
from the value of 1.5 found by Derletet al. for the vibrations
of grain boundary atoms. We note that another report of
perimental evidence for a linear contribution to the spectr
rested on the assumption that the projection on H atom
the low-energy modes is the same as the projection on ne
boring Pd atoms.11 This is not justified when motions o
adjacent Pd atoms are out-of-phase, for example.

V. CONCLUSION

Phonon DOS curves of gas-consolidated nanocrystal
iron were measured at pressures up to 28 GPa. Compar
bulk polycrystalline iron in the same pressure range,
nanocrystalline sample exhibited a factor of 2.2 more mo
in the low-energy region from 0 to 12 meV. This enhanc
ment was approximately independent of pressure or e
crystal structure. This ratio decreased to 1.7 after decomp
sion, perhaps owing to atom rearrangements within the g
boundaries. The low-energy region of the phonon DOS w
fitted to the functionAEn. Averaging over all data for the
nanocrystalline material,n was found to be nearly equal t
the value of 2 expected for three-dimensional vibrational
namics. This rules out major effects from two-dimension
dynamics in the nanostructure. The van Hove singularities
both samples occurred at nearly the same energies
tracked commensurately with pressure. The low-ene
modes of the phonon DOS in nano-Fe are best explaine
modes of a coupled three-dimensional system. The pres
dependence of these low-energy modes is nearly the sam
that of the normal crystalline phonons.
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FIG. 5. Fitted exponentsn in AEn for the energy dependenc
of the phonon DOS of nanocrystalline and bulk57Fe for E below
12 meV.
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